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Frequently Asked Questions

How do I smooth the surface? Try water, alcohol, WD-40, Goof-Off, turpentine,

lighter fluid, Avon Skin-So-Soft, De-Solv-it and other multipurpose citrus-based

solvents. Industrial clay will smooth simply by scraping with tools.

Can I mix different clays together? Concerns with mixing clays are color, reactions to rubber, hard/soft

areas and cohesion. They will generally stick to each other but proceed with caution. AnatomyTools.com
J-525

2

How much does clay weigh? Although different clays have different densities a good estimate is 90

pounds per cubic foot for standard clays and 30-40% less for lightweight clays. See chart below.

Why is sulfur used in some of the clays? Sulfur is a non-toxic filler

that enhances the surface texture of the clay.

Why is sulfur remo ed from many of the clays? Sulfur-free formulas are

generally easier to make silicone rubber molds from and have less odor.

TIP:

Always test paints and mold making material prior to use on an actual pro�ect

Softest

Hardest

Guide to Chavant Clay Firmness (68°F)

DaVinci

Soft

Roma Soft,

Jolly King,

Prima

Professional

Plasteline,

DaVinci �irm

Le Beau Touché,

Clayette Soft,

Monu-Melt Soft

Le Beau Touché-

HM, Roma Med.,

Monu-Melt Med.

NSP Soft, Clayette

Med., Monu-Melt

Hard, CM-50

Clayette Hard,

Autostyle Soft

NSP Med.,

Roma �irm,

Monu-Melt �xtra Hard

Y2 Clay, J-525,

Autostyle Med.

CM-:0, 

NSP Hard,

Autostyle Hard

(cont.)

Guide to Chavant Clay �ensity

Water has a density of 62.5 pounds/cubic foot and a specific gravity of 1 gram/cm3

PURCHASING TIP:

Due to the subjective nature of modeling clay, we recommend the purchase of

a sample kit which contains representative samples of each product.

SAMPLE KITS
AVAILABLE

Bold print = industrial clay design

NOTE: Color of images may not represent actual

product colors.
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NSP is a globally well-accepted sulfur-free material used by the Special Effects and Fine Arts industries. It holds exceptional surface

details and is somewhat waxier and tougher than other Chavant products. NSP can be melted and poured at approximately 185°F.

Available in: Soft, Medium, and Hard

Colors: Green*, Brown or Tan .Tan color will vary/

*Green color is different at each hardness.

Clayette modeling clay is sulfur-free, non-hardening, odor free and flexible without being sticky. It has a very smooth silky surface

texture. It is produced in a natural off-white color. 

Available in: Soft, Medium, and Hard

Colors: )ff-white

Monu-Melt brings all of the qualities of Clayette into a formula that can be melted and applied to a CNC foam armature by brush.

Monu-melt is sulfur-free, will not oxidiIe and can be left out or heated and cooled repeatedly without any significant change. This

product should be melted in a range from 180-200°F.

Available in: Soft, Medium, Hard, and Extra Hard

Colors: �ark Forest Green

Fine Art Sculpting Clays

Each type of Chavant Fine Art Sculpting Clay, also known as Plasteline, is suitable for all educational levels and professional
sculptors in the Fine Art, Special Effect, and Product Design industries.  Also consider the Industrial Design clays.  Personal
opinion generally dictates choice and clients appreciate the variety of materials.  All will meet requirements for detail
retention and surface development.  Blocks are each individually wrapped.

PACKAGING:

Block Size

2 pound block

10 pound block*

*soft � medium only

Le Beau Touché - Original & Le Beau Touché - HM

Le Beau Touché is a sulfur-free, extremely smooth, flexible and tacky sculpting Fine Art Plasteline with exceptional adhesive quality.

The HM formula is less sensitive to heat variations and is suggested for use where working environments are expected to reach '0°F.

HM is slightly firmer and less tacky than Le Beau Touché - )riginal 

Colors: Green, Brown or Cream .Cream color will vary/

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" .20 < box/

4 ½" x 4 ½" x 11" .5 < box/

Block Size

2 pound block

10 pound block*

*soft � medium only

Sulfur-Free Clays
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4 ½" x 4 ½" x 11" .5 < box/
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sculptors in the Fine Art, Special Effect, and Product Design industries.  Also consider the Industrial Design clays.  Personal
opinion generally dictates choice and clients appreciate the variety of materials.  All will meet requirements for detail
retention and surface development.  Blocks are each individually wrapped.

PACKAGING:

Block Size

2 pound block

10 pound block*

*soft � medium only

Le Beau Touché - Original & Le Beau Touché - HM

Le Beau Touché is a sulfur-free, extremely smooth, flexible and tacky sculpting Fine Art Plasteline with exceptional adhesive quality.

The HM formula is less sensitive to heat variations and is suggested for use where working environments are expected to reach '0°F.

HM is slightly firmer and less tacky than Le Beau Touché - )riginal

Colors: Green, Brown or Cream .Cream color will vary/

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" .20 < box/

4 ½" x 4 ½" x 11" .5 < box/

Block Size

2 pound block

10 pound block*

*soft � medium only

Sulfur-Free Clays

Block Size

2 pound block

Block Size

2 pound block

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" .20 < box/

4 ½" x 4 ½" x 11" .5 < box/

3

NSP

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

50 pounds

PACKAGING:

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

50 pounds
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Green Brown Tan

Green Brown Cream

Clayette

Off-White

Monu-Melt

Dark Forest Green

PACKAGING:

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" .20 < box/

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

PACKAGING:

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" .20 < box/

NSP is a globally well-accepted sulfur-free material used by the Special Effects and Fine Arts industries. It holds exceptional surface

details and is somewhat waxier and tougher than other Chavant products. NSP can be melted and poured at approximately 185°F.

Available in: Soft, Medium, and Hard

Colors: Green*, Brown or Tan .Tan color will vary/

*Green color is different at each hardness.

Clayette modeling clay is sulfur-free, non-hardening, odor free and flexible without being sticky. It has a very smooth silky surface

texture. It is produced in a natural off-white color.

Available in: Soft, Medium, and Hard

Colors: )ff-white

Monu-Melt brings all of the qualities of Clayette into a formula that can be melted and applied to a CNC foam armature by brush.

Monu-melt is sulfur-free, will not oxidiIe and can be left out or heated and cooled repeatedly without any significant change. This

product should be melted in a range from 180-200°F.

Available in: Soft, Medium, Hard, and Extra Hard

Colors: �ark Forest Green

Fine Art Sculpting Clays

Each type of Chavant Fine Art Sculpting Clay, also known as Plasteline, is suitable for all educational levels and professional
sculptors in the Fine Art, Special Effect, and Product Design industries.  Also consider the Industrial Design clays.  Personal
opinion generally dictates choice and clients appreciate the variety of materials.  All will meet requirements for detail
retention and surface development.  Blocks are each individually wrapped.

PACKAGING:

Block Size

2 pound block

10 pound block*

*soft � medium only

Le Beau Touché - Original & Le Beau Touché - HM

Le Beau Touché is a sulfur-free, extremely smooth, flexible and tacky sculpting Fine Art Plasteline with exceptional adhesive quality.

The HM formula is less sensitive to heat variations and is suggested for use where working environments are expected to reach '0°F.

HM is slightly firmer and less tacky than Le Beau Touché - )riginal

Colors: Green, Brown or Cream .Cream color will vary/

A((roBi ate 
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2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" .20 < box/

4 ½" x 4 ½" x 11" .5 < box/

Block Size

2 pound block

10 pound block*

*soft � medium only

Sulfur-Free Clays

Block Size

2 pound block

Block Size

2 pound block

A((roBi ate 
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2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" .20 < box/

4 ½" x 4 ½" x 11" .5 < box/

3

NSP

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

50 pounds

PACKAGING:

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

50 pounds
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Green Brown Tan

Green Brown Cream

Clayette

Off-White

Monu-Melt

Dark Forest Green

PACKAGING:

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" .20 < box/

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

PACKAGING:

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" .20 < box/

NSP is a globally well-accepted sulfur-free material used by the Special Effects and Fine Arts industries. It holds exceptional surface

details and is somewhat waxier and tougher than other Chavant products. NSP can be melted and poured at approximately 185°F.

Available in: Soft, Medium, and Hard

Colors: Green*, Brown or Tan .Tan color will vary/

*Green color is different at each hardness.

Clayette modeling clay is sulfur-free, non-hardening, odor free and flexible without being sticky. It has a very smooth silky surface

texture. It is produced in a natural off-white color.

Available in: Soft, Medium, and Hard

Colors: )ff-white

Monu-Melt brings all of the qualities of Clayette into a formula that can be melted and applied to a CNC foam armature by brush.

Monu-melt is sulfur-free, will not oxidiIe and can be left out or heated and cooled repeatedly without any significant change. This

product should be melted in a range from 180-200°F.

Available in: Soft, Medium, Hard, and Extra Hard

Colors: �ark Forest Green

Fine Art Sculpting Clays

Each type of Chavant Fine Art Sculpting Clay, also known as Plasteline, is suitable for all educational levels and professional
sculptors in the Fine Art, Special Effect, and Product Design industries.  Also consider the Industrial Design clays.  Personal
opinion generally dictates choice and clients appreciate the variety of materials.  All will meet requirements for detail
retention and surface development.  Blocks are each individually wrapped.

PACKAGING:

Block Size

2 pound block

10 pound block*

*soft � medium only

Le Beau Touché - Original & Le Beau Touché - HM

Le Beau Touché is a sulfur-free, extremely smooth, flexible and tacky sculpting Fine Art Plasteline with exceptional adhesive quality.

The HM formula is less sensitive to heat variations and is suggested for use where working environments are expected to reach '0°F.

HM is slightly firmer and less tacky than Le Beau Touché - )riginal

Colors: Green, Brown or Cream .Cream color will vary/
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2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" .20 < box/

4 ½" x 4 ½" x 11" .5 < box/

Block Size

2 pound block

10 pound block*

*soft � medium only

Sulfur-Free Clays

Block Size

2 pound block

Block Size

2 pound block
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2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" .20 < box/

4 ½" x 4 ½" x 11" .5 < box/

3

NSP

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

50 pounds

PACKAGING:

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

50 pounds
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Green Brown Tan

Green Brown Cream

Clayette

Off-White

Monu-Melt

Dark Forest Green

PACKAGING:

A((roBi ate 
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2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" .20 < box/

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

PACKAGING:

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" .20 < box/
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Fine Art Sculpting Clays

Fill6it 3mol  ma&ers putty5

Fill-it is a sulfur-free, wax based clay with excellent adhesive and feathering characteristics. It is a general use clay used by

mold makers to seal mold boxes, build dams, set parting lines/shims and repair cracks. 

Colors: Off-white 

Off-White

Jolly King Plasteline

Jolly King Plasteline offers the finest quality in an economical plasteline. The wax base, which is used in more costly plastelines,

produces a smooth, pliable, non-hardening modeling material. Jolly King Plasteline is sulfur-free.

Colors: �ray-�reen

Gray-Green

Prima Plastilina

Prima Plastilina is a premium-grade, smooth-working, oil based modeling clay that never hardens or changes with air exposure. It has

a medium tackiness, is sulfur-free with a neutral, non-offensive odor and a natural tan color.

Colors: %atural Color .Tan/

Natural Color (Tan)

Less than case quantities are available through our distributors — see website

Castilene

Castilene is a sulfur-free modeling compound that models like clay and works like wax. It is lightweight, compatible with silicones

and other rubbers, and can be melted and poured at about 1:0LF. The medium grade is great for detailing and modeling, and the hard

grade is best for sharp detail. Check (age &3 for ho@ to @ork @ith Castilene+ 

Available in: Soft, Medium, and Hard

Colors: �reen

Green

PACKA���

Block Size

2 pound block

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

PACKA���

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

3 ¾" x 3" x 1 ½" .4� / box/

Net Case Weight

4� pounds

Block Size

1 pound block

PACKA���

A((roBi ate 
i ensions 

6 ½" x 5" x 2 ¼" .16 / box/

Block Size

2.5 pound block

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

PACKA���

Block Size

1 pound block*

*Each block is pre-cut into 1/4

pound sticks for ease of handling.

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

4 ½" x 3 ¾" x 1 ¼" .50 / box/

Net Case Weight

50 pounds

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" .20 / box/

4

Fine Art Sculpting Clays

Fill6it 3mol  ma&ers putty5

Fill-it is a sulfur-free, wax based clay with excellent adhesive and feathering characteristics. It is a general use clay used by

mold makers to seal mold boxes, build dams, set parting lines/shims and repair cracks. 

Colors: Off-white 

Off-White

Jolly King Plasteline

Jolly King Plasteline offers the finest quality in an economical plasteline. The wax base, which is used in more costly plastelines,

produces a smooth, pliable, non-hardening modeling material. Jolly King Plasteline is sulfur-free.

Colors: �ray-�reen

Gray-Green

Prima Plastilina

Prima Plastilina is a premium-grade, smooth-working, oil based modeling clay that never hardens or changes with air exposure. It has

a medium tackiness, is sulfur-free with a neutral, non-offensive odor and a natural tan color.

Colors: %atural Color .Tan/

Natural Color (Tan)

Less than case quantities are available through our distributors — see website

Castilene

Castilene is a sulfur-free modeling compound that models like clay and works like wax. It is lightweight, compatible with silicones

and other rubbers, and can be melted and poured at about 1:0LF. The medium grade is great for detailing and modeling, and the hard

grade is best for sharp detail. Check (age &3 for ho@ to @ork @ith Castilene+ 

Available in: Soft, Medium, and Hard

Colors: �reen

Green

PACKA���

Block Size

2 pound block

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

PACKA���

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

3 ¾" x 3" x 1 ½" .4� / box/

Net Case Weight

4� pounds

Block Size

1 pound block

PACKA���

A((roBi ate 
i ensions 

6 ½" x 5" x 2 ¼" .16 / box/

Block Size

2.5 pound block

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

PACKA���

Block Size

1 pound block*

*Each block is pre-cut into 1/4

pound sticks for ease of handling.

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

4 ½" x 3 ¾" x 1 ¼" .50 / box/

Net Case Weight

50 pounds

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" .20 / box/

Roma Plastilina has been used by Fine Art sculptors since the 1950’s. In 1977, Roma #1 was adopted by the Ballistics industry for

highly specialized testing purposes. Chavant acquired the Roma product line in 2002 maintaining consistent production and

distribution. Servicing both industries with the single product became impractical and to meet the needs of each, Chavant divided

Roma Plastilina into two separate product lines allowing independent development for each unique marketplace. 

Roma 1, 2 & 3 has been renamed Roma Soft, Medium and Firm for the Fine Arts market. Packaging has been upgraded to a clear

plastic wrap with an adhesive label. Cases are in brown Chavant boxes.

Available in: Soft, Medium, and Hard

Colors: Gray-Green & White

A superior, sulfur based, silky smooth modeling compound. The material is soft, permanently pliable, reusable and requires no

heating. Chavant's original formula and blending process assures Plasteline of consistent high quality.

Colors: Gray-Green or Brown

Formulated in the 1920's, DaVinci is an original Italian Plastilina. Normal temperature ranges do not affect this unique, wax-free,

sulfur based sculpting clay which has a non sticky, smooth feel of water based clay.

Available in: Soft (the softest product offered) and Firm (second softest we offer)

Colors: Dark Gray

5

Fine Art Sculpting Clays

Roma Plastilina

Gray-Green White

Sulfur Based Clays

Professional Plasteline

PAC�AI��

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

1" x 3 ¾ " x 4 ½" (50 / box)

2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" (20 / box)

4 ½" x 4 ½" x 5 ½" (10 / box)

4 ½" x 4 ½" x 11" (5 / box) 

Net Case Weight

50 pounds

40 pounds

50 pounds

50 pounds

Block Size

1 pound block

2 pound block

5 pound block

10 pound block

Gray-Green �r�+n

DaVinci Italian Plastilina

N$7�: Replacing sulfur minimizes difficulties associated with mold making when using silicone rubber. Always pre-test rubber

systems and consider Sealers and Release Agents.

PAC�AI��

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" (20 / box)

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

Block Size

2 pound block

Dark Gray

PAC�AI��

Block Size

2 pound block

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" (20 / box) 

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

Sabin Howard –  
Nat’l WWI Monument
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Fine Art Sculpting Clays

Fill6it 3mol  ma&ers putty5

Fill-it is a sulfur-free, wax based clay with excellent adhesive and feathering characteristics. It is a general use clay used by

mold makers to seal mold boxes, build dams, set parting lines/shims and repair cracks. 

Colors: Off-white 

Off-White

Jolly King Plasteline

Jolly King Plasteline offers the finest quality in an economical plasteline. The wax base, which is used in more costly plastelines,

produces a smooth, pliable, non-hardening modeling material. Jolly King Plasteline is sulfur-free.

Colors: �ray-�reen

Gray-Green

Prima Plastilina

Prima Plastilina is a premium-grade, smooth-working, oil based modeling clay that never hardens or changes with air exposure. It has

a medium tackiness, is sulfur-free with a neutral, non-offensive odor and a natural tan color.

Colors: %atural Color .Tan/

Natural Color (Tan)

Less than case quantities are available through our distributors — see website

Castilene

Castilene is a sulfur-free modeling compound that models like clay and works like wax. It is lightweight, compatible with silicones

and other rubbers, and can be melted and poured at about 1:0LF. The medium grade is great for detailing and modeling, and the hard

grade is best for sharp detail. Check (age &3 for ho@ to @ork @ith Castilene+ 

Available in: Soft, Medium, and Hard

Colors: �reen

Green

PACKA���

Block Size

2 pound block

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

PACKA���

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

3 ¾" x 3" x 1 ½" .4� / box/

Net Case Weight

4� pounds

Block Size

1 pound block

PACKA���

A((roBi ate 
i ensions 

6 ½" x 5" x 2 ¼" .16 / box/

Block Size

2.5 pound block

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

PACKA���

Block Size

1 pound block*

*Each block is pre-cut into 1/4

pound sticks for ease of handling.

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

4 ½" x 3 ¾" x 1 ¼" .50 / box/

Net Case Weight

50 pounds

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" .20 / box/
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Fine Art Sculpting Clays

Fill6it 3mol  ma&ers putty5

Fill-it is a sulfur-free, wax based clay with excellent adhesive and feathering characteristics. It is a general use clay used by

mold makers to seal mold boxes, build dams, set parting lines/shims and repair cracks. 

Colors: Off-white 

Off-White

Jolly King Plasteline

Jolly King Plasteline offers the finest quality in an economical plasteline. The wax base, which is used in more costly plastelines,

produces a smooth, pliable, non-hardening modeling material. Jolly King Plasteline is sulfur-free.

Colors: �ray-�reen

Gray-Green

Prima Plastilina

Prima Plastilina is a premium-grade, smooth-working, oil based modeling clay that never hardens or changes with air exposure. It has

a medium tackiness, is sulfur-free with a neutral, non-offensive odor and a natural tan color.

Colors: %atural Color .Tan/

Natural Color (Tan)

Less than case quantities are available through our distributors — see website

Castilene

Castilene is a sulfur-free modeling compound that models like clay and works like wax. It is lightweight, compatible with silicones

and other rubbers, and can be melted and poured at about 1:0LF. The medium grade is great for detailing and modeling, and the hard

grade is best for sharp detail. Check (age &3 for ho@ to @ork @ith Castilene+ 

Available in: Soft, Medium, and Hard

Colors: �reen

Green

PACKA���

Block Size

2 pound block

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

PACKA���

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

3 ¾" x 3" x 1 ½" .4� / box/

Net Case Weight

4� pounds

Block Size

1 pound block

PACKA���

A((roBi ate 
i ensions 

6 ½" x 5" x 2 ¼" .16 / box/

Block Size

2.5 pound block

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

PACKA���

Block Size

1 pound block*

*Each block is pre-cut into 1/4

pound sticks for ease of handling.

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

4 ½" x 3 ¾" x 1 ¼" .50 / box/

Net Case Weight

50 pounds

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" .20 / box/

NSP-Medium

(color may vary)

(color may vary)

NSP is a globally well-accepted sulfur-free material used by the Special Effects and Fine Arts industries. It holds exceptional surface

details and is somewhat waxier and tougher than other Chavant products. NSP can be melted and poured at approximately 185°F.

Available in: Soft, Medium, and Hard

Colors: Green*, Brown or Tan .Tan color will vary/

*Green color is different at each hardness.

Clayette modeling clay is sulfur-free, non-hardening, odor free and flexible without being sticky. It has a very smooth silky surface

texture. It is produced in a natural off-white color. 

Available in: Soft, Medium, and Hard

Colors: )ff-white

Monu-Melt brings all of the qualities of Clayette into a formula that can be melted and applied to a CNC foam armature by brush.

Monu-melt is sulfur-free, will not oxidiIe and can be left out or heated and cooled repeatedly without any significant change. This

product should be melted in a range from 180-200°F. 

Available in: Soft, Medium, Hard, and Extra Hard

Colors: �ark Forest Green

Fine Art Sculpting Clays

Each type of Chavant Fine Art Sculpting Clay, also known as Plasteline, is suitable for all educational levels and professional
sculptors in the Fine Art, Special Effect, and Product Design industries.  Also consider the Industrial Design clays.  Personal
opinion generally dictates choice and clients appreciate the variety of materials.  All will meet requirements for detail
retention and surface development.  Blocks are each individually wrapped.

PACKAGING:

Block Size

2 pound block

10 pound block*

*soft � medium only

Le Beau Touché - Original & Le Beau Touché - HM

Le Beau Touché is a sulfur-free, extremely smooth, flexible and tacky sculpting Fine Art Plasteline with exceptional adhesive quality. 

The HM formula is less sensitive to heat variations and is suggested for use where working environments are expected to reach '0°F.

HM is slightly firmer and less tacky than Le Beau Touché - )riginal 

Colors: Green, Brown or Cream .Cream color will vary/

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" .20 < box/

4 ½" x 4 ½" x 11" .5 < box/

Block Size

2 pound block

10 pound block*

*soft � medium only

Sulfur-Free Clays

Block Size

2 pound block

Block Size

2 pound block

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" .20 < box/

4 ½" x 4 ½" x 11" .5 < box/
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NSP

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

50 pounds

PACKAGING:

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

50 pounds
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Green Brown Tan

Green Brown Cream

Clayette

Off-White

Monu-Melt

Dark Forest Green

PACKAGING:

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" .20 < box/

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

PACKAGING:

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" .20 < box/



Roma Plastilina has been used by Fine Art sculptors since the 1950’s. In 1977, Roma #1 was adopted by the Ballistics industry for

highly specialized testing purposes. Chavant acquired the Roma product line in 2002 maintaining consistent production and

distribution. Servicing both industries with the single product became impractical and to meet the needs of each, Chavant divided

Roma Plastilina into two separate product lines allowing independent development for each unique marketplace. 

Roma 1, 2 & 3 has been renamed Roma Soft, Medium and Firm for the Fine Arts market. Packaging has been upgraded to a clear

plastic wrap with an adhesive label. Cases are in brown Chavant boxes.

Available in: Soft, Medium, and Hard

Colors: Gray-Green & White

A superior, sulfur based, silky smooth modeling compound. The material is soft, permanently pliable, reusable and requires no

heating. Chavant's original formula and blending process assures Plasteline of consistent high quality.

Colors: Gray-Green or Brown

Formulated in the 1920's, DaVinci is an original Italian Plastilina. Normal temperature ranges do not affect this unique, wax-free,

sulfur based sculpting clay which has a non sticky, smooth feel of water based clay.

Available in: Soft (the softest product offered) and Firm (second softest we offer)

Colors: Dark Gray
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Fine Art Sculpting Clays

Roma Plastilina

Gray-Green White

Sulfur Based Clays

Professional Plasteline

PAC�AI��

A((roBi ate 
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1" x 3 ¾ " x 4 ½" (50 / box)

2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" (20 / box)

4 ½" x 4 ½" x 5 ½" (10 / box)

4 ½" x 4 ½" x 11" (5 / box)

Net Case Weight

50 pounds

40 pounds

50 pounds

50 pounds

Block Size

1 pound block

2 pound block

5 pound block

10 pound block

Gray-Green �r�+n

DaVinci Italian Plastilina

N$7�: Replacing sulfur minimizes difficulties associated with mold making when using silicone rubber. Always pre-test rubber

systems and consider Sealers and Release Agents.

PAC�AI��

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" (20 / box)

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

Block Size

2 pound block

Dark Gray

PAC�AI��

Block Size

2 pound block

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" (20 / box)

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

ROMA
Roma Plastilina, has been used by Fine Art sculptors since the 1950’s. In 1977, Roma #1 was adopted by the Ballistics industry 
for various highly, and increasingly regulated, testing purposes. Chavant acquired the Roma product line in 2002 maintaining 
consistent, uninterrupted production and distribution. During this time, it was recognized that the requirements for these 
uniquely different markets have widely diverged and that servicing both industries with the same product has become 
progressively difficult. To meet the expectations of both industries, Chavant divided Roma Plastilina into separate product lines to 
independently service the distinctly different Fine Art and Ballistic marketplaces. For the Fine Arts market, Roma 1, 2 & 3 has been 
renamed Roma Plastilina Soft, Medium and Firm.

Soft, Medium, and Firm

Roma Plastilina has been used by Fine Art sculptors since the 1950’s. In 1977, Roma #1 was adopted by the Ballistics industry for

highly specialized testing purposes. Chavant acquired the Roma product line in 2002 maintaining consistent production and

distribution. Servicing both industries with the single product became impractical and to meet the needs of each, Chavant divided

Roma Plastilina into two separate product lines allowing independent development for each unique marketplace.

Roma 1, 2 & 3 has been renamed Roma Soft, Medium and Firm for the Fine Arts market. Packaging has been upgraded to a clear

plastic wrap with an adhesive label. Cases are in brown Chavant boxes.

Available in: Soft, Medium, and Hard

Colors: Gray-Green & White

A superior, sulfur based, silky smooth modeling compound. The material is soft, permanently pliable, reusable and requires no

heating. Chavant's original formula and blending process assures Plasteline of consistent high quality.

Colors: Gray-Green or Brown

Formulated in the 1920's, DaVinci is an original Italian Plastilina. Normal temperature ranges do not affect this unique, wax-free,

sulfur based sculpting clay which has a non sticky, smooth feel of water based clay.

Available in: Soft (the softest product offered) and Firm (second softest we offer)

Colors: Dark Gray
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Fine Art Sculpting Clays

Roma Plastilina

Gray-Green White

Sulfur Based Clays

Professional Plasteline

PAC�AI��

A((roBi ate 
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1" x 3 ¾ " x 4 ½" (50 / box)

2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" (20 / box)

4 ½" x 4 ½" x 5 ½" (10 / box)

4 ½" x 4 ½" x 11" (5 / box)

Net Case Weight

50 pounds

40 pounds

50 pounds

50 pounds

Block Size

1 pound block

2 pound block

5 pound block

10 pound block

Gray-Green �r�+n

DaVinci Italian Plastilina

N$7�: Replacing sulfur minimizes difficulties associated with mold making when using silicone rubber. Always pre-test rubber

systems and consider Sealers and Release Agents.

PAC�AI��

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" (20 / box)

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

Block Size

2 pound block

Dark Gray

PAC�AI��

Block Size

2 pound block

A((roBi ate 
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2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" (20 / box)

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

Susan Wagner
Professional  

Plasteline

Kimber Fiebiger
NSP Medium

In production since 1892.In production since 1892.

--

(white color may vary)

NSP is a globally well-accepted sulfur-free material used by the Special Effects and Fine Arts industries. It holds exceptional surface

details and is somewhat waxier and tougher than other Chavant products. NSP can be melted and poured at approximately 185°F.

Available in: Soft, Medium, and Hard

Colors: Green*, Brown or Tan .Tan color will vary/

*Green color is different at each hardness.

Clayette modeling clay is sulfur-free, non-hardening, odor free and flexible without being sticky. It has a very smooth silky surface

texture. It is produced in a natural off-white color.

Available in: Soft, Medium, and Hard

Colors: )ff-white

Monu-Melt brings all of the qualities of Clayette into a formula that can be melted and applied to a CNC foam armature by brush.

Monu-melt is sulfur-free, will not oxidiIe and can be left out or heated and cooled repeatedly without any significant change. This

product should be melted in a range from 180-200°F.

Available in: Soft, Medium, Hard, and Extra Hard

Colors: �ark Forest Green

Fine Art Sculpting Clays

Each type of Chavant Fine Art Sculpting Clay, also known as Plasteline, is suitable for all educational levels and professional
sculptors in the Fine Art, Special Effect, and Product Design industries.  Also consider the Industrial Design clays.  Personal
opinion generally dictates choice and clients appreciate the variety of materials.  All will meet requirements for detail
retention and surface development.  Blocks are each individually wrapped.

PACKAGING:

Block Size

2 pound block

10 pound block*

*soft � medium only

Le Beau Touché - Original & Le Beau Touché - HM

Le Beau Touché is a sulfur-free, extremely smooth, flexible and tacky sculpting Fine Art Plasteline with exceptional adhesive quality.

The HM formula is less sensitive to heat variations and is suggested for use where working environments are expected to reach '0°F.

HM is slightly firmer and less tacky than Le Beau Touché - )riginal

Colors: Green, Brown or Cream .Cream color will vary/

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" .20 < box/

4 ½" x 4 ½" x 11" .5 < box/

Block Size

2 pound block

10 pound block*

*soft � medium only

Sulfur-Free Clays

Block Size

2 pound block

Block Size

2 pound block

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" .20 < box/

4 ½" x 4 ½" x 11" .5 < box/
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NSP

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

50 pounds

PACKAGING:

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

50 pounds
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Green Brown Tan

Green Brown Cream

Clayette

Off-White

Monu-Melt

Dark Forest Green

PACKAGING:

A((roBi ate 
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2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" .20 < box/

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

PACKAGING:

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" .20 < box/

NSP is a globally well-accepted sulfur-free material used by the Special Effects and Fine Arts industries. It holds exceptional surface

details and is somewhat waxier and tougher than other Chavant products. NSP can be melted and poured at approximately 185°F.

Available in: Soft, Medium, and Hard

Colors: Green*, Brown or Tan .Tan color will vary/

*Green color is different at each hardness.

Clayette modeling clay is sulfur-free, non-hardening, odor free and flexible without being sticky. It has a very smooth silky surface

texture. It is produced in a natural off-white color.

Available in: Soft, Medium, and Hard

Colors: )ff-white

Monu-Melt brings all of the qualities of Clayette into a formula that can be melted and applied to a CNC foam armature by brush.

Monu-melt is sulfur-free, will not oxidiIe and can be left out or heated and cooled repeatedly without any significant change. This

product should be melted in a range from 180-200°F.

Available in: Soft, Medium, Hard, and Extra Hard

Colors: �ark Forest Green

Fine Art Sculpting Clays

Each type of Chavant Fine Art Sculpting Clay, also known as Plasteline, is suitable for all educational levels and professional
sculptors in the Fine Art, Special Effect, and Product Design industries.  Also consider the Industrial Design clays.  Personal
opinion generally dictates choice and clients appreciate the variety of materials.  All will meet requirements for detail
retention and surface development.  Blocks are each individually wrapped.

PACKAGING:

Block Size

2 pound block

10 pound block*

*soft � medium only

Le Beau Touché - Original & Le Beau Touché - HM

Le Beau Touché is a sulfur-free, extremely smooth, flexible and tacky sculpting Fine Art Plasteline with exceptional adhesive quality.

The HM formula is less sensitive to heat variations and is suggested for use where working environments are expected to reach '0°F.

HM is slightly firmer and less tacky than Le Beau Touché - )riginal

Colors: Green, Brown or Cream .Cream color will vary/
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2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" .20 < box/

4 ½" x 4 ½" x 11" .5 < box/

Block Size

2 pound block

10 pound block*

*soft � medium only

Sulfur-Free Clays

Block Size

2 pound block

Block Size

2 pound block
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2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" .20 < box/

4 ½" x 4 ½" x 11" .5 < box/
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NSP

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

50 pounds

PACKAGING:

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

50 pounds
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Green Brown Tan

Green Brown Cream

Clayette

Off-White

Monu-Melt

Dark Forest Green

PACKAGING:
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2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" .20 < box/

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

PACKAGING:

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

A((roBi ate 
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2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" .20 < box/

NSP is a globally well-accepted sulfur-free material used by the Special Effects and Fine Arts industries. It holds exceptional surface

details and is somewhat waxier and tougher than other Chavant products. NSP can be melted and poured at approximately 185°F.

Available in: Soft, Medium, and Hard

Colors: Green*, Brown or Tan .Tan color will vary/

*Green color is different at each hardness.

Clayette modeling clay is sulfur-free, non-hardening, odor free and flexible without being sticky. It has a very smooth silky surface

texture. It is produced in a natural off-white color.

Available in: Soft, Medium, and Hard

Colors: )ff-white

Monu-Melt brings all of the qualities of Clayette into a formula that can be melted and applied to a CNC foam armature by brush.

Monu-melt is sulfur-free, will not oxidiIe and can be left out or heated and cooled repeatedly without any significant change. This

product should be melted in a range from 180-200°F.

Available in: Soft, Medium, Hard, and Extra Hard

Colors: �ark Forest Green

Fine Art Sculpting Clays

Each type of Chavant Fine Art Sculpting Clay, also known as Plasteline, is suitable for all educational levels and professional
sculptors in the Fine Art, Special Effect, and Product Design industries.  Also consider the Industrial Design clays.  Personal
opinion generally dictates choice and clients appreciate the variety of materials.  All will meet requirements for detail
retention and surface development.  Blocks are each individually wrapped.

PACKAGING:

Block Size

2 pound block

10 pound block*

*soft � medium only

Le Beau Touché - Original & Le Beau Touché - HM

Le Beau Touché is a sulfur-free, extremely smooth, flexible and tacky sculpting Fine Art Plasteline with exceptional adhesive quality.

The HM formula is less sensitive to heat variations and is suggested for use where working environments are expected to reach '0°F.

HM is slightly firmer and less tacky than Le Beau Touché - )riginal

Colors: Green, Brown or Cream .Cream color will vary/
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2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" .20 < box/

4 ½" x 4 ½" x 11" .5 < box/

Block Size

2 pound block

10 pound block*

*soft � medium only

Sulfur-Free Clays

Block Size

2 pound block

Block Size

2 pound block
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2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" .20 < box/

4 ½" x 4 ½" x 11" .5 < box/
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NSP

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

50 pounds

PACKAGING:

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

50 pounds
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Green Brown Tan

Green Brown Cream

Clayette

Off-White

Monu-Melt

Dark Forest Green

PACKAGING:
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2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" .20 < box/

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

PACKAGING:

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" .20 < box/
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Ballistic Body Armor Testing

The	Global	Choice	for	Body	Armor	TestingThe	Global	Choice	for	Body	Armor	Testing

Roma Plastilina No. 1 conforms to, and is specified by, Roma Plastilina No. 1 conforms to, and is specified by, NIJ Standard 0101.07 Draft and ASTM E3004NIJ Standard 0101.07 Draft and ASTM E3004 for ballistics testing. for ballistics testing.



UTO TYLE

Y2 KLAY

Modeling clay remains an industry standard for three-dimensional design studies. The material perfectly

complements modern CAD-CAM processes and allows for quick surface modifications. Industrial Styling Clays

are manufactured in several formulations to suit the exact requirements of sculptors in the Transportation and

Product Design industries. Formula selection depends largely upon personal preference, available equipment

and working environment. �ach formula has excellent qualities of adhesion, cohesion and consistency, can be

milled, carved, extruded and slicked to an extremely accurate, glass-like finish. The clays join easily, will not

show seams, will hold fine detail and will not crack under normal circumstances. They are reusable, can be

modeled by hand, template dragging or C%C equipment, are non-toxic and create no dust. Surfaces can be

finished with films, drafting tapes or paint. Surface data can be scanned or tooling molds can be acquired.

Industrial Design Styling Clay

Chavant is pleased to offer Japan made Industrial Clays

manufactured by our long time affiliate, Tools International.

NS60L

Sulphur Free – Lightweight – Low Odor - DeAired

7

Available in: Soft, Medium and Hard Firmness

Color: !ight �rown Recommended Working Temperature: 1@0LF - 140LF

Packaging: ≈ 2 ½” x 11”; 2-pound billet; 20 Pieces per %et
 40 lb. Case

Available in: Medium-Hard Firmness

Color: Dark �rown Recommended Working Temperature: 1@0LF - 140LF

Packaging: ≈ 2 ½” x 11”; 2-pound billet; 20 Pieces per %et
 40 lb. Case

Available in: Medium Firmness

Color: �rown Recommended Working Temperature: 140LF

Packaging: ≈ 2 ¼” x 10 ¾”; 0.65 kg (1.4 lb.) billet; 15 Pieces per %et
 21.5 lb. Case

A S

AutoStyle Medium
Ford Motor Co.

NS60L
Ford Motor Co.

NS60L

NS60L & NS60F2NS60L & NS60F2



CM-50: "Medium-hard", sulfur based, brown formula, considered the softest of the Hard Styling

Clays.

J-525: "Hard", sulfur based, light brown with a higher softening point.

CM-30: "�xtra-hard", sulfur based, brown formula.

DeAired CM-50: "Medium-hard", sulfur based, brown

formula, considered the softest of the Hard Styling Clays.

DeAired J-525: "Hard", sulfur based, light brown with a

higher softening point.

DeAired CM-30: "�xtra-hard", sulfur based, brown formula.

Industrial Styling Clays are most often manufactured by

removing entrapped air, making the clay denser, smoother and

ideal for achieving excellent surfaces and fine extrusions (See

page 2 for Hardness and Density Charts)
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Hard Styling Clays (DeAired)

PACKAGING:

Approximate Billet Dimensions

2 ½" x +2" (20 per box)

Billet (Cylinder Size)

2 ½ pound Billet

Net Case Weight

50 pounds

Hard Styling Clays (N*n DeAired)

PACKAGING:

Approximate Blo�� Dimensions

2 ¾" x 2 ¾ " (20 per box)

(individually wrapped)

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

Blo�� Size

2 pound block

Less than case quantities are available through our distributors — see website

Industrial Design Styling Clay

CM-70CM-50 J-525

Sulfur Based

Roma Plastilina has been used by Fine Art sculptors since the 1950’s. In 1977, Roma #1 was adopted by the Ballistics industry for

highly specialized testing purposes. Chavant acquired the Roma product line in 2002 maintaining consistent production and

distribution. Servicing both industries with the single product became impractical and to meet the needs of each, Chavant divided

Roma Plastilina into two separate product lines allowing independent development for each unique marketplace.

Roma 1, 2 & 3 has been renamed Roma Soft, Medium and Firm for the Fine Arts market. Packaging has been upgraded to a clear

plastic wrap with an adhesive label. Cases are in brown Chavant boxes.

Available in: Soft, Medium, and Hard

Colors: Gray-Green & White

A superior, sulfur based, silky smooth modeling compound. The material is soft, permanently pliable, reusable and requires no

heating. Chavant's original formula and blending process assures Plasteline of consistent high quality.

Colors: Gray-Green or Brown

Formulated in the 1920's, DaVinci is an original Italian Plastilina. Normal temperature ranges do not affect this unique, wax-free,

sulfur based sculpting clay which has a non sticky, smooth feel of water based clay.

Available in: Soft (the softest product offered) and Firm (second softest we offer)

Colors: Dark Gray

5

Fine Art Sculpting Clays

Roma Plastilina

Gray-Green White

Sulfur Based Clays

Professional Plasteline

PAC�AI��

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

1" x 3 ¾ " x 4 ½" (50 / box)

2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" (20 / box)

4 ½" x 4 ½" x 5 ½" (10 / box)

4 ½" x 4 ½" x 11" (5 / box)

Net Case Weight

50 pounds

40 pounds

50 pounds

50 pounds

Block Size

1 pound block

2 pound block

5 pound block

10 pound block

Gray-Green �r�+n

DaVinci Italian Plastilina

N$7�: Replacing sulfur minimizes difficulties associated with mold making when using silicone rubber. Always pre-test rubber

systems and consider Sealers and Release Agents.

PAC�AI��

A((roBi ate 
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2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" (20 / box)

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

Block Size

2 pound block

Dark Gray

PAC�AI��

Block Size

2 pound block

A((roBi ate 
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2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" (20 / box)

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

NSP is a globally well-accepted sulfur-free material used by the Special Effects and Fine Arts industries. It holds exceptional surface

details and is somewhat waxier and tougher than other Chavant products. NSP can be melted and poured at approximately 185°F.

Available in: Soft, Medium, and Hard

Colors: Green*, Brown or Tan .Tan color will vary/

*Green color is different at each hardness.

Clayette modeling clay is sulfur-free, non-hardening, odor free and flexible without being sticky. It has a very smooth silky surface

texture. It is produced in a natural off-white color.

Available in: Soft, Medium, and Hard

Colors: )ff-white

Monu-Melt brings all of the qualities of Clayette into a formula that can be melted and applied to a CNC foam armature by brush.

Monu-melt is sulfur-free, will not oxidiIe and can be left out or heated and cooled repeatedly without any significant change. This

product should be melted in a range from 180-200°F.

Available in: Soft, Medium, Hard, and Extra Hard

Colors: �ark Forest Green

Fine Art Sculpting Clays

Each type of Chavant Fine Art Sculpting Clay, also known as Plasteline, is suitable for all educational levels and professional
sculptors in the Fine Art, Special Effect, and Product Design industries.  Also consider the Industrial Design clays.  Personal
opinion generally dictates choice and clients appreciate the variety of materials.  All will meet requirements for detail
retention and surface development.  Blocks are each individually wrapped.

PACKAGING:

Block Size

2 pound block

10 pound block*

*soft � medium only

Le Beau Touché - Original & Le Beau Touché - HM

Le Beau Touché is a sulfur-free, extremely smooth, flexible and tacky sculpting Fine Art Plasteline with exceptional adhesive quality.

The HM formula is less sensitive to heat variations and is suggested for use where working environments are expected to reach '0°F.

HM is slightly firmer and less tacky than Le Beau Touché - )riginal

Colors: Green, Brown or Cream .Cream color will vary/

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" .20 < box/

4 ½" x 4 ½" x 11" .5 < box/

Block Size

2 pound block

10 pound block*

*soft � medium only

Sulfur-Free Clays

Block Size

2 pound block

Block Size

2 pound block

A((roBi ate 
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2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" .20 < box/

4 ½" x 4 ½" x 11" .5 < box/

3

NSP

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

50 pounds

PACKAGING:

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

50 pounds
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Green Brown Tan

Green Brown Cream

Clayette

Off-White

Monu-Melt

Dark Forest Green

PACKAGING:

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" .20 < box/

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

PACKAGING:

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

A((roBi ate 
i ensions

2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5" .20 < box/

CM-50: "Medium-hard", sulfur based, brown formula, considered the softest of the Hard Styling

Clays.

J-525: "Hard", sulfur based, light brown with a higher softening point.

CM-30: "�xtra-hard", sulfur based, brown formula.

DeAired CM-50: "Medium-hard", sulfur based, brown

formula, considered the softest of the Hard Styling Clays.

DeAired J-525: "Hard", sulfur based, light brown with a

higher softening point.

DeAired CM-30: "�xtra-hard", sulfur based, brown formula.

Industrial Styling Clays are most often manufactured by

removing entrapped air, making the clay denser, smoother and

ideal for achieving excellent surfaces and fine extrusions (See

page 2 for Hardness and Density Charts)
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Hard Styling Clays (DeAired)

PACKAGING:

Approximate Billet Dimensions

2 ½" x +2" (20 per box)

Billet (Cylinder Size)

2 ½ pound Billet

Net Case Weight

50 pounds

Hard Styling Clays (N*n DeAired)

PACKAGING:

Approximate Blo�� Dimensions

2 ¾" x 2 ¾ " (20 per box)

(individually wrapped)

Net Case Weight

40 pounds

Blo�� Size

2 pound block

Less than case quantities are available through our distributors — see website

Industrial Design Styling Clay

CM-70CM-50 J-525

Sulfur Based



Clay Modeling Products
Since 1892, the finest name in Modeling Clay

Cesar Yanez
NSP Hard

Eric Solombe
Le Beau Touché

www.chavant.com

E-Mail: info@chavant.com

www.facebook.com/Chavantclay

www.instagram.com/chavantinc

www.*interest.com/chavantinc

Chavant is dedicated to manufacturing the finest modeling

products in the world. It is our goal to educate and technically

support clients. Thank you for the opportunity to offer these

services.

ACMI sponsors a certification program for art materials�

certifying that these products are non-toxic and meet voluntary

standards of �uality and performance. www.acminet.org

Walt Horton
Le Beau Touché

Dora Natella
Le Beau Touché

Greg Pocutanovich
CM-70

Tim Bruckner
NSP Medium

www.linkedin.com/com*any/chavant-inc

Clay Modeling Products
Since 1892, the finest name in Modeling Clay

Mailing Address:

Chavant, Inc.

5043 Industrial Road

Farmingdale, NJ 07727

Cesar Yanez
NSP Hard

Eric Solombe
Le Beau Touché

Shipping Address:

Chavant, Inc.

5043 Industrial Road

Wall, NJ 07719

Phone 1: 1-800-CHAVANT (800) 242-8268

Phone 2: (732) 751-0003

FaF: (732) 751-1982

www.chavant.com

E-Mail: info@chavant.com

www.facebook.com/Chavantclay

www.instagram.com/chavantinc

www.*interest.com/chavantinc

Chavant is dedicated to manufacturing the finest modeling

products in the world. It is our goal to educate and technically

support clients. Thank you for the opportunity to offer these

services.

ACMI sponsors a certification program for art materials�

certifying that these products are non-toxic and meet voluntary

standards of �uality and performance. www.acminet.org

Walt Horton
Le Beau Touché

Dora Natella
Le Beau Touché

Greg Pocutanovich
CM-70

Tim Bruckner
NSP Medium

www.linkedin.com/com*any/chavant-inc

Karen StoddardGary Lee Price
Professional Plasteline

Dora Natella
La Beau Touché

Clay Modeling Products
Since 1892, the finest name in Modeling Clay

Mailing Address:

Chavant, Inc.

5043 Industrial Road

Farmingdale, NJ 07727

Cesar Yanez
NSP Hard

Eric Solombe
Le Beau Touché

Shipping Address:

Chavant, Inc.

5043 Industrial Road

Wall, NJ 07719

Phone 1: 1-800-CHAVANT (800) 242-8268

Phone 2: (732) 751-0003

FaF: (732) 751-1982

www.chavant.com

E-Mail: info@chavant.com

www.facebook.com/Chavantclay

www.instagram.com/chavantinc

www.*interest.com/chavantinc

Chavant is dedicated to manufacturing the finest modeling

products in the world. It is our goal to educate and technically

support clients. Thank you for the opportunity to offer these

services.

ACMI sponsors a certification program for art materials�

certifying that these products are non-toxic and meet voluntary

standards of �uality and performance. www.acminet.org

Walt Horton
Le Beau Touché

Dora Natella
Le Beau Touché

Greg Pocutanovich
CM-70

Tim Bruckner
NSP Medium

www.linkedin.com/com*any/chavant-inc

Vic Payne
Professional Plasteline

Chavant, Inc.
5600 Lower Macungie Road

Macungie, PA 18062

Phone: 1-800-762-0744




